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[1] High‐resolution maps of large continental strike‐slip earthquake surface ruptures show

that they are formed of fault segments. These segments are bounded by fault bends, step
overs, or combinations of the two. The lowest limit in size for such segments may not
be relevant in the understanding of earthquake mechanics, as it pertains to the granular
properties of fault zones. The maximum limit in segment length, however, is important as
it is directly relates to the maximum extent of seismic rupture. To measure the length
of the segments, a new quantitative method based on piecewise linear fitting is developed
and is used to automatically retrieve segments from earthquake rupture maps. Next,
this approach is tested against a set of ten continental strike‐slip earthquake ruptures
derived from similar, high quality maps. The test suggests that segments have a maximum
length of ∼18 km, independent of regional tectonic setting. Slip‐inversions for
earthquakes, based on seismological and/or geodetic data, most often are not unique and
can show some variability even for one particular event. Some basic characteristics,
however, such as total moment release or general source geometry, seem to persist that are
relevant to earthquake mechanics. Measurements of the maximum horizontal extent of
individual slip‐patches derived from seismic source inversion for strike‐slip ruptures
show that their strike dimension does not increase infinitely with magnitude, but instead
reaches a maximum value of ∼25 km. These two independent lines of observations,
complemented by earlier data and analog experiments, suggest that it is the thickness of the
seismogenic crust that controls the structural scaling of the length of seismic segments, and
that it is independent of the ultimate size of individual earthquakes.
Citation: Klinger, Y. (2010), Relation between continental strike‐slip earthquake segmentation and thickness of the crust,
J. Geophys. Res., 115, B07306, doi:10.1029/2009JB006550.

1. Introduction
[2] Coseismic continental strike‐slip ruptures are usually
segmented, with segments separated by step over and fault
bends. It has been shown that these step over and bends have a
direct impact on the initiation locations and ends of earthquake ruptures [King and Nabelek, 1985; Wesnousky, 1988;
Knuepfer, 1989; Duan and Oglesby, 2006; Wesnousky,
2006]. For example, the 1995, Mw7.1 Kobe earthquake, in
Japan, appeared to nucleate at a fault segment boundary, and
proceeded to propagate bilaterally [Aochi et al., 2000]. The
2001, Mw7.8 Kokoxili earthquake, in Tibet, also started in a
pull‐apart basin and propagated bilaterally [Klinger et al.,
2005]. The dynamic propagation of the earthquake rupture
is also directly affected by the geometry of the rupture [Fliss
et al., 2005; Bhat et al., 2007; Vallée et al., 2008], and the
possible critical size for such geometric asperities to stop a
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rupture has been extensively investigated both from field
observations [Lettis et al., 2002; Duman et al., 2005;
Wesnousky, 2006; Graymer et al., 2007] and rupture
propagation modeling [Harris and Day, 1993, 1999; Duan
and Oglesby, 2006]. Fault segmentation is an essential
ingredient to define seismic cycle models and various scaling
laws [Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Sieh, 1996; Weldon
et al., 2004; Manighetti et al., 2007]. The length of fault
segments has, however, received little attention, although the
length is a key parameter when designing rupture scenarios.
Although it might be difficult to discern anything meaningful
when one looks at surface ruptures at scales that are smaller
than a few tens of meters, observations at the kilometric scale
are pertinent. Here we investigate whether there is a maximum length for fault segments that participate in the control
of the extent of earthquake rupture [Stirling et al., 1996]. The
upper limit for the segment length has long been intuitively
associated with the thickness of the crust [Scholz, 1990,
1998], but that relationship has never been confirmed. Here,
based on surface rupture maps and patterns of slip distribution
derived from kinematic inversion of seismological and geodetic data, I suggest that for large continental strike‐slip
earthquakes, the length of a seismically rupturing segment is
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Table 1. List of Earthquake Rupture Maps Used in This Studya

Name

Year

Magnitude

Total Rupture
Length
(km)

Owens Valley (United States)
Haiyuan (China)
Gobi‐Altay (Mongolia)
Korizan (Iran)
Superstition Hills (United States)
Luzon (Philippine)
Landers (United States)
Zirkuh (Iran)
Hector Mine (United States)
Kokoxili (China)

1872
1920
1957
1979
1987
1990
1992
1997
1999
2001

Mw 7.5–7.8
Ms 8
M 8.3
Mw 6.6
M 6.6
Mw 7.8
Mw 7.2
Mw 7.2
Mw 7.1
Mw 7.8

78
250
242
20
18.6
>120
75
100
39
430

Number of
Segments

Average Length
of Segments
(km)

Standard
Deviation

Total Geologic
Offset
(km)

4
11 (+2/−1)
15 (+0/−2)
1
2
6 (+1/−0)
4 (+1/−0)
5
4 (+0/−1)
14 (+0/−2)

19.5
22.6
16.24
20
9.3
19
19
20.9
10.25
15.3

3.6
3.9
5.66
‐
0.7
4.7
0.9
6
2.71
2.99

20
125
<20
70–90
≤24
<200
>40
70–90
≤10
150

a

Total offset is indicated when available. References for each earthquake are cited in the text.

limited, and that the critical length scales with the thickness of
the seismogenic crust and is independent of the geological
context.
[3] In the first part of this paper, I discuss the availability
and quality of rupture maps for large continental strike‐
slip earthquakes. Next, I describe an automatic method to
determine the minimum number of fault segments needed to
approximate an individual surface rupture. This method is
tested on the detailed rupture maps of ten earthquakes with
magnitudes that range between 6 and 8 to determine the
possible segmentation of the surface rupture trace. This test
shows that the average length of segments is 17.9 km ±
5.2 km for our data set. In the second part of this paper, for
17 continental strike‐slip earthquakes and one oceanic strike‐
slip event (M. Mai, Database of finite‐source rupture models,
2007, available at http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/srcmod/), slip
maps derived from kinematic inversion of seismic waves
and geodetic data have been analyzed to measure maximum
horizontal length of slip patches. It shows that for each event,
the maximum length of the largest slip patch is ∼25 km. In
the discussion section I show that such characteristic length
for segments and slip patches can be related to previously
published observations and analog experiments, and data
collectively suggest a strong geometrical scaling between the
thickness of the rupturing medium and the size of segments.
Such scaling implies that despite some large scale smoothing
of the fault with time, a specific level of segmentation is
maintained as the fault evolves, related to the thickness of
the crust. Consequently, fault segmentation must be considered when modeling earthquake rupture and strong ground
motion.

2. Surface Rupture Data
2.1. Surface Rupture Segmentation
[4] To characterize surface ruptures, two conditions must
be fulfilled. First, the overall surface rupture must be long
enough to allow examination of a succession of several segments without being biased by segments located at the ends of
the rupture. The end segments have possibly achieved only
partial rupture and are not necessarily representative of the
general behavior of fault segmentation during an earthquake
rupture. Second, maps are needed that are accurate enough to
allow identification of details of the surface rupture at a scale
that is smaller than a couple of kilometers. Ideally, this should
be complemented by good knowledge of the surface slip

distribution. Such small scale maps are mandatory to be able
to understand the details of the rupture geometry. Since
earthquakes started to be documented, those two conditions
have been met by only a small number of events. Analysis of
the surface rupture is carried out for ten major continental
earthquakes that constitute a consistent data set of rupture
maps (Table 1). Although many other strike‐slip earthquakes
have been documented during the past century, no sufficiently detailed rupture maps are available, or the rupture was
too short or partially masked by water or glaciers. Consequently, precise data for these ruptures does not exist and they
had to be discarded. The 1906 San Francisco earthquake and
the more recent 2002 Mw7.8 Denali earthquake are typical
examples of such problematic ruptures. In the case of the
1906 earthquake, although it was probably the first time an
earthquake was studied in such great detail [Lawson et al.,
1908], no one mapped the entire rupture in detail, and typical maps of the 1906 rupture depict a smooth and continuous
surface rupture [e.g., Segall and Lisowski, 1990; Thatcher et
al., 1997]. Limited stretches of the 1906 rupture, however,
have been mapped in detail (Figure 1) and these maps show
that the rupture was more complex [Scholz, 1985], with relay
zones and bends, similar to what we see for more recent, well‐
documented ruptures. In the case of the Denali earthquake,
although a large scientific team was involved in mapping the
rupture, glaciers, remoteness, and length of the rupture
resulted in detailed mapping for only few areas [Haeussler et
al., 2004]. Hence, along these sections, the rupture geometry
appears to have been complex, whereas rupture is inferred
to be smoother along other sections mapped in lesser details
(Figure 2).
[5] Figure 3 depicts typical geometric discontinuities that
are commonly observed along strike‐slip ruptures. They are
of two types: fault azimuth change, or bend, and relay zones,
which are also referred to as jogs. Often the two types of
segment boundaries coexist. Changes in azimuth, or bends,
when not associated with jogs, can be subtle and often do
not exceed a few degrees. However, they have proven to be
a robust criterion to distinguish discrete segments [Bilham
and Williams, 1985] as they can significantly affect rupture propagation and earthquake time series [Nielsen and
Knopoff, 1998; Duan and Oglesby, 2005]. Defining a
change in azimuth may be difficult, especially if the rupture
appears to be sinuous or discontinuous at a small scale.
Change in azimuth does not need to be large to produce
significant effects; King et al. [2005] have shown that a 2°
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Figure 1. Surface rupture map of the 1906 earthquake south of Colma, redrawn from original maps by
J. C. Branner, head of the Geology and Mining Department at Stanford University at the time of the earthquake (original notes available at the Seismological Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley). This
∼75 km long stretch of rupture shows geometric complexities that are very similar to more recent, and
better mapped, events of similar magnitude. The rupture makes two significant azimuth changes, and a
large gap in the surface break is visible, leading to tentatively define three distinctive segments for this
section of the rupture. The bend in the fault closest to the shore may also be considered, although
the lack of fault visibility to the north hampers the proper evaluation of the significance of bends over
longer distances.
to 3° variation in fault trace azimuth along the 2001
Kokoxili earthquake, China, was enough to promote significant vertical displacement in addition to the primarily
strike‐slip motion. Hence, the importance of fault‐azimuth
changes should not be underestimated. In the case of step
over, depending on the sense the fault steps relative to the
sense of fault motion, extensional or contractional features
are visible. These step overs, hundreds of meters to a few
kilometers wide, are, however, not always major step overs
in the sense that they do not necessarily stop a dynamic
rupture [Sibson, 1985; King, 1986; Harris et al., 1991;
Wesnousky, 2006].
[6] Evidence of extreme localization of faults at depth
[Chester and Chester, 1998; Heermance et al., 2003; Sibson,
2003; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003], along with images
of the seismic source at depth [Li et al., 1994; Wald and
Heaton, 1994; Cotton and Campillo, 1995; Graymer et al.,
2007], indicate that the geometric fault complexities at the
ground surface probably correspond to jumps and bends of
the fault at depth. The size of associated basins, or pressure
ridges, formed at segment boundaries, indicates that these
features are long‐lived and cannot result from a single event,
but accumulate deformation from many earthquakes [Klinger
et al., 2006].
2.2. Automatic Segmentation Procedure
[7] One can try to agree on a simple set of rules to define
segment boundaries, depending on the presence of bends or
jogs along earthquake surface ruptures. Nature, however, is
complex and the analyst will always bring a component of
subjectivity in the interpretation of the rupture map. Hence,
manual segmentation for a specific earthquake rupture will
likely remain arguable. Here, I developed an automatic procedure based on a l1 trend filtering method [Kim et al., 2009]
to determine the minimum number of segments needed to
approximate the earthquake surface rupture, assuming that
the rupture can be modeled as a series of linear segments.
[8] For each earthquake, the original rupture map is digitized. Data are re‐sampled to 1pt/100m in order to ensure
consistent spatial sampling of the different rupture maps,

independent of the total length of each rupture. In addition,
high re‐sampling smoothes the data and it guarantees that
the data are not affected by biased digitization due to local
wiggles of the rupture trace that would have drawn involuntary attention of the operator. Similarly, high re‐sampling
makes the fitting procedure rather insensitive to small variations of the mapping, in the unlikely case where several
maps would be available for the same rupture. In the case
where the maps would be significantly different, one should
still expect different results.
[9] Next, for each data set, a piecewise linear fit is achieved
by minimizing the following equation:
 X
n1
X
1 n
ðyt  xt Þ2 þ 
jxt1  2xt þ xtþ1 j
2 t¼1
t¼2

ð1Þ

where y represents the data, x represents the model and n
the number of points. Notation |x| indicates the norm l1 of
vector x. In this case, the use of norm l1 in equation (1) ensures
the piecewise linearity of the fit [Kim et al., 2009]. The
parameter l controls the trade‐off between smoothness of x
and size of RMS‐misfit between the data and model, and
therefore l is a direct proxy for the number of linear segments
involved in the modeling of the data. On one hand, when l →
0, x converges to y with a maximum number of (n − 1) segments. On the other hand, it can be shown that lmax exists
where x converges to the best affine fit, i.e., a single segment
fitting the entire data set [Kim et al., 2009]. Knickpoints
bounding segments result from minimization of (1) and
are not determined a‐priori. Minimization of (1) and
determination of lmax for each data set is performed using a
MATLAB‐based solver (K. Koh et al., l1_tf: Software for
l1 trend filtering, 2008, available at http://www.stanford.
edu/∼boyd/l1_tf/) implementing a specialized primal‐dual
interior‐point method [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004].
Figure 4 shows an example with a synthetic surface rupture
map including a jog and several bends. Different fits,
involving different numbers of segments, are reached
depending on the value of l.
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Figure 2. Surface rupture map for the 2002 Denali earthquake, Alaska, modified from Haeussler et al. [2004]. Most of the
rupture is shown to be smooth with only few step overs and bends. In contrast, where detailed field mapping has been
conducted (inset map), the rupture appears to be complex. Sections covered by ice depict a very discontinuous rupture.
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Figure 3. Typical geometric complexities observed along
strike‐slip faults: fault bend, relay zone (compressive or
extensive), or both.
2.3. Detailed Description of Rupture Map Data Set
[10] In the following sections, rupture maps of ten earthquakes (Table 1) are analyzed in detail using the l1 trend
filtering method described in the above section, to derive
fault segmentation geometries. Earthquakes have been
ordered chronologically. Detailed description of the tectonic
context for each event is beyond the scope of this study. For
each event, basic facts about the earthquake are provided, as
well as the total geological offset for the associated fault,
when available. For further details, one should refer to the
references listed for each earthquake.
[11] For each specific earthquake, once the surface rupture
map has been digitized and the data set re‐sampled, lmax is
computed. Then, equation (1) is minimized for a set of l 2
[0, lmax] and the RMS‐misfit is calculated. For each event,
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the RMS‐misfit as a
function of the number of segments involved in the fit. As
predicted by the theory, when l tends toward 0, the RMS‐
misfit tends to 0 for a solution with (n − 1) segments,
n being the total number of data‐points needed to describe
the surface rupture. When l increases toward lmax, the
RMS‐misfit increases as the number of segments involved in
the fit decreases. Although the actual value of the RMS‐
misfit is meaningless, as it is specific to each event, the
evolution of the RMS‐misfit trend is significant; for all
events, the RMS‐misfit increases smoothly until l reaches a
threshold and then the RMS‐misfit becomes subvertical to
vertical, indicating that the system has reached some limit
where the number of segments used to described the data
becomes too small. For each earthquake, the threshold points
to the minimum number of segments needed to describe the
surface rupture data. The steps and changes in gradient visible for smaller values of l correspond to segmentation at a
smaller scale and are not pertinent to this study. Because the
number of segments is necessarily an integer, small variations of l can lead to the same number of segments. A slight
difference in location of knickpoints, however, resulting
from the trade‐off between the two members of equation (1),
respectively the goodness and the smoothness of the fit, can
make the RMS‐misfit change dramatically.
[12] For each earthquake, Figure 5 also shows one possible realization of the segmentation, which corresponds to
the automatic determination of the number of segments. The
specific segmentation shown for each event in Figure 5 is
not unique however, and possible variations in the number
and location of segment boundaries are actually discussed
for each segment of each event, in view of the results from
the automatic fit. Hence, possible alternative interpretations
are proposed, which reflect the uncertainty estimate in the
total number of required segments.

B07306

2.3.1. The 1872 Owens Valley, United States,
Earthquake
[13] The Owens Valley earthquake, Mw7.5–7.7, ruptured
the Owens Valley fault in 1872, producing right‐lateral slip.
The surface rupture (Figure 5a) of about 100 km long was
not mapped in detail at the time of the earthquake. The
current map is based on field notes from the time of the
earthquake, complemented by more recent geomorphological studies. No detailed slip profile along the fault trace is
available, although maximum horizontal slip of 10 m has
been proposed [Beanland and Clark, 1994].
[14] Evolution of the RMS‐misfit shows almost vertical
increase when the number of segments is less than 5 ±
2 segments. A possible realization of this segmentation is
presented in Figure 5a. Boundaries between S1 and S2 and
between S3 and S4 correspond to steps of the surface trace
through extensional jogs. The boundary between S2 and S3
is marked by a smaller extensional jog and a change in
azimuth of the rupture trace. The boundary between S4 and
S5 is more arguable, although it corresponds to a jog. Figure
4 (top) shows a simplified version of the fault map, which
highlights visible changes in the fault trace azimuth.
[15] The total horizontal offset along the Owens Valley is
not well established. Based on offsets of swarms of dikes
and of Cretaceous plutons, it is believed to be on the order of
few kilometers and does not exceed 10 to 20 km [Beanland
and Clark, 1994].
2.3.2. The 1920 Haiyuan, China, Earthquake
[16] The 1920 Ms8 Haiyuan earthquake produced a left‐
laterally surface rupture along about 260 km of the Haiyuan
fault. Chinese scientists have surveyed the surface ruptures
and measured coseismic slip, where possible [Zhang et al.,
1987; Institute of Geology, 1990]. Because measurements
were not carried out immediately after the earthquake, one
should remain cautious about any interpretation of slip
measurements. The fault trace at the ground surface is segmented and boundaries are mostly unambiguous (Figure 5b).
The RMS‐misfit increases abruptly when the surface rupture
is modeled with less than 12 ± 2 segments.
[17] A possible segmentation is presented in Figure 5b
and described hereafter, including some discussions about
more uncertain segment boundaries. Boundaries between
segments S1 and S2, S2 and S3, S3 and S4, S6 and S7 and
S9 and S10 are characterized by azimuth changes of a few
degrees. Boundaries between S4 and S5, S7 and S8 and S10
and S11 are marked by jogs, either extensional or contractional. At a few places, however, the interpretation is not
unique: S3 has been considered a single segment based on
the continuity of the rupture azimuth, which shows a sharp
change both at the junction with S2 and S4. Midway along
S3, however, a complicated structure corresponding to an
ancient pull‐apart basin is visible, which is crosscut by the
1920 rupture. Arguably, it could be considered as a segment
boundary. Similarly, based on projection of the fault trace
azimuth, the boundary between S5 and S6 is located in the
middle of an ancient extensional basin, which does not seem
to have been activated during the 1920 earthquake. Alternative segmentation models (indicated by the dashed lines in
Figure 5b), where the fault trace in the basin constitutes an
individual segment, is also considered, and could add one
segment to the total number of segments for this rupture.
Finally, the boundary between S8 and S9 is tenuous. Due to
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Figure 4. Synthetic example of l1 trend filtering. (top) A typical surface rupture map, including gap/
offsets and bends. One should note that the identical scales the in X and Y directions tend to visually
minimize the impact of discontinuities in the Y direction. (bottom) Different models (dashed line) of
the data (red line), depending on the value of l, which controls the smoothing for a piecewise linear
fit model. The scale in the Y direction has been exaggerated 10 times for better visualization. The location
of kinks bounding segments (short black line) is a direct output from the minimization of equation (1).
a fault orientation that is oblique to the general direction of
slip, this part of the rupture displays a significant component
of thrusting, which makes interpretation of segmentation
more difficult. When observed in detail, however, a small
misalignment is visible that produces a compressive jog
along this part of the rupture, which could be interpreted as a
segment boundary.
[18] The total displacement for the Haiyuan fault is not
well defined but based on lateral offset of geologic units and
of the Yellow river streambed, it is assumed to be of the
order of 125 km [Replumaz and Tapponnier, 2003].

2.3.3. The 1957 Gobi‐Altay, Mongolia, Earthquake
[19] The 1957, Ms8.3 Gobi‐Altay earthquake broke about
240 km of the left‐lateral Bogh fault. It is one of the largest
continental earthquakes of the last century, although the total
horizontal displacement does not exceed ∼25 km [Kurushin et
al., 1997].
[20] The geometry of the surface rupture trace (Figure 5c)
for this event is more complex than rupture for other events
considered in this study, primarily because the strike‐slip
was accompanied by a significant component of thrusting at
many locations along the fault [Florensov and Solonenko,

Figure 5. For each event in our earthquake data set, we present the l1 trend filtering analyses along with the original surface
rupture trace. The break in slope in the RMS‐misfit trend is indicated. The uncertainty depends on the sharpness of the bend in
the RMS trend. Despite the fact that models for a very large number of segments are always calculated, they are not always
represented because of some de‐noising procedure in our implementation of the l1 trend filter. Nevertheless, this part of the
RMS‐misfit trend is trailing smoothly toward 0 with an increasing number of segments and thus can be ignored. For each
event, a possible segmentation is presented, which is in agreement with the independent result of the l1 trend filtering. Note
that the same scales in both the X and Y directions tend to visually minimize the disruption of the fault trace in the Y direction,
especially when the rupture trace is long. Black lines indicate segment limits. When several interpretations are possible (see
text), vertical dash lines show alternative possibilities. As discussed in the text, in the case of the 2001 Kokoxili earthquake,
the detailed surface trace is not available along the entire rupture. This is accounted for by evenly distributed and unusually
dense horizontal coseismic slip measurements along the strike‐slip section of the rupture.
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1965; Kurushin et al., 1997]. Segment boundaries, however,
mostly based on changes in azimuth of rupture and on
relay zones, are clearly expressed in the morphology. The
RMS‐misfit unambiguously rises almost vertically when
one tries to model the surface rupture using less than 14 ±
2 segments.
[21] A possible segmentation model is presented in
Figure 5c. The number of segments is rather well established, although the exact location of the boundaries can
easily be shifted laterally due to numerous large overlap
areas. Azimuth changes of few degrees characterize the
boundaries between S1 and S2, S4 and S5 and S5 and S6
(see below about S6). A boundary may also exist between
S10 and S11, which would be associated with an azimuth
change of 10° and with perpendicular intersection of the
main rupture with a secondary fault. Boundaries between S2
and S3, S3 and S4, S8 and S9, S9 and S10, S11 and S12,
S12 and S13, S13 and S14 and S14 and S15 are all characterized by jogs, most of which are extensional. Interpretation of segmentation at the boundary between S6 and S7 is
problematic. At this location, the rupture trace steps northward along S7, which accommodates almost pure thrusting.
The strike‐slip motion seems to be concealed and S6 is
acting like a lateral ramp. Hence, interpretations in which S6
and S7 constitute one or two segments are both possible.
2.3.4. The 1979 Korizan, Iran, Earthquake
[22] The Mw6.6 right‐lateral Korizan earthquake ruptured
part of the Abiz fault in 1979 [Berberian et al., 1999]. This
event broke segment S1 of the Zirkuh earthquake (Figure 5d,
see section 2.3.8 about the Zirkuh earthquake) but did not
extend farther along the Abiz fault. Because only one segment
broke, l1 trend filtering is meaningless and it has not been
used here. Due to the small magnitude, deformation at the
surface is small and coseismic slip is ≤1m. However, the
lateral extent of the rupture is well documented by field
reports [Berberian et al., 1999] and this rupture can be
used for further analyses. See the Zirkuh earthquake, in
section 2.3.8, for discussion about the total offset along
the Abiz fault.
2.3.5. The 1987 Superstition Hills, United States,
Earthquake
[23] The M6.6 right‐lateral Superstition Hills earthquake
ruptured the southern part of the San Jacinto fault system in
1987 [Sharp et al., 1989]. Total length of the surface rupture
was about 26 km. The southern part of the rupture, however,
does not carry significant slip and it has not been included in
the analysis. The rupture is clearly divided in two segments S1
and S2, separated by a narrow dextral step over (Figure 5e).
The slip distribution from field measurements defines the
same two distinct patches of slip [Sharp et al., 1989]. Interestingly, after‐slip along the Superstition Hills was larger than
usually observed for earthquakes, and it was also distributed
along the same two segments. Application of l1 trend filtering
in this case is not very useful due to the obvious character of
segmentation and the small number of segments. Filtering,
however, shows a drastic rise of the RMS‐misfit for a number
of segments less than 3 ± 1. The third segment corresponds to
the small continuation of the rupture, next to S2, across the
jog. This case demonstrates the robustness of the filtering
methods even for a small number of segments.
[24] Total offset along the Superstition Hills fault is not
well documented. The best estimate is the ∼20 km total
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strike‐slip documented for the San Jacinto fault system,
which the Superstition Hills fault is part of [Sharp, 1967].
2.3.6. The 1990 Luzon, Philippines, Earthquake
[25] The 1990, Mw7.8, left‐lateral Luzon earthquake is
one of the largest instrumental strike‐slip earthquakes that
has been recorded. It ruptured at least 120 km of the left‐
lateral Philippine fault. The total rupture length, however, is
not known as the rupture propagated southward and ended
offshore of Luzon Island [Yoshida and Abe, 1992]. Although
high levels of rainfall under tropical conditions result in poor
preservation of the coseismic deformations, observations
collected shortly after the event allow for a good ground
surface rupture map (Figure 5f), together with slip measurements [Nakata et al., 1996].
[26] Application of l1 trend filtering to the Luzon rupture
shows an abrupt rise of the RMS‐misfit for models including
less than 7 ± 1 segments. Figure 5f shows a possible segmentation of the surface rupture, including alternative possibilities for segments S2 and S2′. Overall, the Luzon rupture
is mostly characterized by large azimuth changes (8° or
more), often co‐located with ground rupture trace disruptions. Hence, segment boundaries between S1 and S2, S2′ and
S3, S3 and S4 and S4 and S5 are all based on azimuth
changes. Both S5 and S6 have been considered individual
segments based on the uniformity of the trace azimuth along
these sections, despite short ground rupture trace disruption
or side branches. The boundary between S5 and S6 corresponds to a contractional jog, associated with a change in
azimuth. The boundary between S2 and S2′ is poorly defined.
Over a distance of a few kilometers, the fault trace seems to
change azimuth and to move westward, justifying the choice
of a segment boundary. However, at the scale of 10 km to
15 km, the azimuths of S2 and S2′ are similar and they could
be considered as one segment.
[27] Total offset along the Philippine fault is not well
known. Based on strike‐slip offsets of geological markers,
values vary from 100 to 200 km since the Miocene [Karig,
1983; Mitchell et al., 1986; Pinet and Stephan, 1990].
2.3.7. The 1992 Landers, United States, Earthquake
[28] The Mw7.3 Landers earthquake ruptured several
right‐lateral faults in southern California (Figure 5g). The
surface ruptures and distribution of slip was documented
over a distance of ∼80 km [Sieh et al., 1993; Arrowsmith
and Rhodes, 1994; Johnson et al., 1994; Sowers et al.,
1994; Zachariasen and Sieh, 1995; McGill and Rubin,
1999]. The faults that ruptured in the Landers earthquake
comprise en‐echelon segments separated by relay zones.
Processing of the data set with l1 trend filtering shows that
the RMS‐misfit starts to rise vertically when the surface
rupture is modeled with less than 4 ± 1 segments. As in the
case of the Goby Altai rupture, the segmentation of the
Landers rupture is well established, based on preeminent
extensional basins. The exact location of segment extremities, however, is arguable depending on where one places
the boundaries inside basins. To the northeast, the overlap
between the Camp Rock segment, S1, to the North and the
Emerson segment, S2, is long (∼10 km) and both segments
carry significant slip in the overlap zone [Sieh et al., 1993].
Although the overlap between segments S2 and S3 is
∼10 km long, most of the slip in the overlap occurred on S3
[Sieh et al., 1993; McGill and Rubin, 1999]. Hence, the
boundary between S2 and S3 was located at the northeast
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end of the step over. The overlap between S3 and S4 is shorter
than the two steps described before. The slip on the southern
end of S3 and the northern end of S4 decreases rapidly, with
most of the slip being transferred through a trans‐tensional
structure [Spotila and Sieh, 1995]. Hence, we arbitrarily put
the boundary between S3 and S4 midway between the
southern end‐point of S3 and the northern end‐point of S4.
[29] The total offset across the East California Shear zone,
including the Landers rupture, is larger than 40 km, although
offset on individual faults might be as small as few kilometers
[Jachens et al., 2002].
2.3.8. The 1997 Zirkuh, Iran, Earthquake
[30] The 1997, Mw7.2 Zirkuh earthquake ruptured the
northern part of the Abiz fault (Figure 5d). The Abiz fault is
one of the main structures bounding the Luth block to the
East. Total offset along this fault has been estimated to be
∼80 km [Walker et al., 2004].
[31] The total length of the 1997 rupture is 175 km. Here,
however, analysis is confined to ∼100 km of the rupture that
correspond to the main strike‐slip section; other parts of the
rupture, mostly to the south, display almost pure thrusting
[Berberian et al., 1999]. Unlike other earthquakes considered here, the surface rupture fault map is not available in
great detail. Only a kilometric‐scale map is available. On the
other hand, slip distribution, complemented by field descriptions, is rather well documented [Berberian et al., 1999].
Despite the relatively low quality of the ground rupture
documentation, the l1 trend filtering of the data shows that the
RMS‐misfit rises unambiguously when the number of segments is less than 6 ± 1.
[32] A possible segmentation, in agreement with the
results from the automatic filtering, is described hereafter
(Figure 5d), based on the ground ruptures and, when necessary on the surface slip distribution [Berberian et al.,
1999]. A contractional jog and a sharp drop in coseismic
slip to zero mark the boundary between S1 and S2. The
location of this boundary could arguably be slightly shifted
northward to better fit the location of the fault trace azimuth
change and a fault intersection point. This, however, would
not significantly impact the segmentation model of the
ground rupture trace. To the north, the S1 termination has
been located where the coseismic slip reaches zero, at a relay
zone. It is worth noting that segment S1 also ruptured by
itself in the 1979 Korizan earthquake, showing that segments persist over multiple earthquakes [Sieh, 1996]. The
boundary between S2 and S3 is marked by a 17° azimuth
change in the surface rupture trace. The boundary between
S3 and S4 is marked by an extensional relay zone and a drop
in the coseismic slip. Arguably, S3 could be subdivided into
two shorter segments, midway along the segment, as a
secondary rupture runs parallel to the main trace. However,
according to the slip distribution, this secondary rupture
does not seem to significantly affect the rupture process on
the main fault. In addition, the azimuth of the main rupture
remains unchanged south of this debatable boundary. The
boundary between S4 and S5 also corresponds to an
extensional jog in the surface rupture trace, and a drop in
coseismic slip. Although S5 seems to extend northward of
the boundary location, field notes and slip measurements
indicate that S5 actually accommodated only minor slip
(∼20 cm) along its northern extension and that most of the
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slip (∼70 cm) is immediately transferred on S4 during the
1997 earthquake.
2.3.9. The 1999 Hector Mine, United States,
Earthquake
[33] The Mw7.1 Hector Mine event ruptured right‐lateral
faults of the Mojave Desert. The ground rupture has been
carefully mapped in the field (Figure 5h) and wherever
possible, coseismic slip was measured [Agnew et al., 2002;
Hudnut et al., 2002; Simons et al., 2002; Treiman et al.,
2002]. The total length of the rupture is about 48 km,
including several parallel strands in the south that did not
sustain lateral displacement but only ground surface cracking.
The epicenter was located along a ∼5 km long side segment
that connects to the main rupture zone. Total geological offset
is not well established as the slip rate is small and geologic
piercing points are rare. Based on magnetic anomaly pairs,
total geologic offset along the faults that broke during the
Hector Mine earthquake does not exceed 10 km [Jachens et
al., 2002].
[34] The l1 trend filtering is straightforward in the case of
Hector Mine and the RMS‐misfit shows a sharp increase for
models with less than 4 ± 1 segments. A possible segmentation is shown in Figure 5h, mainly constrained by sharp
azimuth changes (≥7°). Because some azimuth changes are
very large along the Hector Mine rupture, segments S1 and
S2 might be considered as a single segment as the change in
azimuth is only 7°, which is small compared to other azimuth
changes. To remain consistent with rules about azimuth
change applied to other ground rupture maps analyzed here,
we favor a two‐segment interpretation. North of S1, the
rupture can be followed for a few more kilometers before it
dies out, not carrying any significant slip. To the south, the
ground ruptures divide into three parallel strands of similar
length. Only one accrued measurable slip in 1999, the two
others exhibited ground cracking only. Here, we only consider the segment that accommodated significant slip, as
the tectonic significance of the two other segments remains
unclear.
2.3.10. The 2001 Kokoxili, China, Earthquake
[35] The Mw7.8 Kokoxili earthquake ruptured the Kunlun
fault for about 430 km (Figure 5i). The Kunlun fault is one
of faults bounding the Tibetan plateau to the North. Total
left‐lateral offset along this fault has been estimated to be
∼150 km [Van Der Woerd et al., 2002]. Extreme remoteness, high altitude (≥4000m) and the unusual length of the
coseismic rupture (430 km) have prevented the 2001 ground
rupture from being mapped in its totality in the field, precluding the use of l1 trend filtering.
[36] Nevertheless, a few long sections of the rupture have
been mapped using high‐resolution satellite images and
have been checked in the field at key locations [Klinger et
al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006]. In addition,
high‐density slip distribution has been derived from correlation of pre‐ and post‐earthquake optical satellite images,
and cross‐checked against field data [Klinger et al., 2006].
This method has allowed us to determine an along‐strike
slip‐profile with one horizontal slip measurement per kilometer, evenly distributed along the strike‐slip section of the
rupture (∼300 km). The western and eastern ends have been
discarded as they accommodate a significant component of
vertical motion [Xu et al., 2002; Klinger et al., 2005].
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Figure 6. Best fit linear regression between the number of
segments computed from the l1 trend filtering for each earthquake and the total length of a rupture that is considered to
define these segments. The inverse of the slope of the best
fit line gives the average length of segment for the data
set. K: Korizan, SH: Superstition Hills, HM: Hector Mine,
La: Landers, OV: Owen Valley, Z: Zirkuh, Lu: Luzon,
Ko: Kokoxili, GA: Gobi Altay, H: Haiyuan.
[37] The Kokoxili rupture changes azimuth only three
times along the strike‐slip section. This occurs at the beginning and end of the section where slip‐partitioning between
strike‐slip and normal motion is observed (Figure 5i, km 100
to km 175) [King et al., 2005] and, also where the rupture
propagated southward (Figure 5i, km 230), away from the
main continuation of the Kunlun fault. Azimuth changes are
∼3° and ∼6°, respectively. Instead of multiple changes of
azimuth, the Kokoxili rupture is characterized by numerous
steps that range from a few hundred meters to a kilometer in
size; these create compressional and extensional jogs. The
along‐strike slip‐distribution reflects these perturbations of
fault geometry, as each geometric complexity is characterized
by low values in the slip‐distribution curve. Following
Klinger et al., [2006], we use the conjunction of geometric
complexities visible in the field and on satellite images (all
reported on ground rupture map) and the slip‐distribution to
break the Kokoxili rupture into 14 +0/−2 segments along the
strike‐slip part of the rupture.
2.4. Segment Length Summary
[38] For each of the ten earthquakes analyzed in Table 1,
Figure 6 shows the number of segments defined for each
event using the l1 trend filtering method versus the total
length of the surface rupture considered to define segments.
The Korizan and Kokoxili earthquakes have also been
included. Circles indicate the number of segments determined
by the analyses of the RMS‐misfit trend, along with their
associated uncertainties. Taking the inverse of the slope for
the best linear fit gives the average segment length for the
entire data set. In this case, the average length segment is
17.5 km with a coefficient of correlation of 0.98 for the best
linear fit. This average segment length is not affected significantly by uncertainty in the number of segments considered for each earthquake. Because one can compute a linear fit
with a high coefficient of correlation, this suggests that the
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average segment length is independent of the tectonic setting
of individual earthquakes and should be linked to intrinsic
physical properties of the brittle crust. The simplest geometric
relations suggest that it should be the thickness of the seismogenic crust.
[39] If the thickness of the continental crust, with a lower
boundary defined by the Moho, varies significantly depending on the geological context, it appears that variations of the
seismogenic crustal thickness tend to be much smaller. The
continental crust in California and in the Philippines is estimated to be between 30 and 35 km in thickness [Mooney et
al., 1998]. In China, Mongolia and Iran, the continental
crust is believed to be thicker, between 40 and 45 km
[Mooney et al., 1998]. The thickness of the seismogenic crust,
with a lower limit that can be defined by the extent of seismicity at depth [Scholz, 1990], shows smaller variations, at
least in the continental domain. On the Tibetan plateau, the
maximum depth for earthquakes has been documented to be
about 20 km [Chen and Molnar, 1983; Molnar and Chen,
1983; Lasserre et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2005; Chu et al.,
2009]. In Mongolia, the maximum depth of the background
seismicity is also about 20 km, although a few events have
been documented to be deeper [Déverchère et al., 2001;
Bayasgalan et al., 2005]. Geodetic measurements in northern
Mongolia suggest that the seismogenic crust could be as
thick as 25 km [Calais et al., 2003]. The seismicity in the
Philippines, for the part that is not related to subduction, is
also limited to 20 to 25 km [Galgana et al., 2007]. Background seismicity in Iran seems to be more superficial with a
lower limit for the seismicity around 15 km [Maggi et al.,
2000; Engdahl et al., 2006]. Similar observations have
been made in Southern California [Nazareth and Hauksson,
2004]. Thus, for all of the regions considered here, the
thickness of the seismogenic crust is limited to between 15
and 20 km, which corresponds well to the 17.5 km average
length of individual segments.
[40] Although very speculative due to sparseness of data,
it is worth noting that a few earthquakes in California
(Hector Mine and Superstition Hills, but not Landers) seem
to have segments that are shorter than average. In contrast,
the Haiyuan event seems to have segments that are longer
than average. If, as suggested here, segmentation is linked
to crustal thickness, this would be in good agreement with
evidence that suggests thinner than average seismogenic
crust in southern California [Nazareth and Hauksson, 2004]
and thicker than average seismogenic crust in the Haiyuan
fault area [Lasserre et al., 2001].
[41] Further insights can be gained if one looks at the
distribution length of individual segments for the earthquake
data set. Based on the possible segmentation shown on
Figure 5, which is in agreement with the l1 trend filtering
results, Figure 7 shows the length of all individual segments
measured (64 in total) for each event. Although Figure 7
indicates that considerable natural variation exists in the
local geometry of ground rupture traces, the average length
of segments can be determined with a good level of confidence to be 17.9 km ± 5.2 km, independently of specific
tectonic conditions. Interestingly, segments longer than the
1s upper bound exist, but all segments fall within 2s interval.
Moreover, there are no very long segments found in the data
set. If such long segments had been observed, it would have
indicated that fault traces can be permanently smoothed out
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Figure 7. Plot of the length for individual segments presented in Figure 5. The mean length is 17.9 km,
and the shaded area indicates the 1s interval. The dashed lines denote the 2s range. The range of possible
values is limited, and more importantly, no very large values are observed.
over very large offset amounts (>20 km) [Wesnousky, 1988;
Manighetti et al., 2007].

3. Slip Maps Derived From Kinematic Inversion
[42] Kinematic inversions of seismic and geodetic data are
routinely used to create models of static displacement on
finite faults. While kinematic inversions remain among the
best tools to image the earthquake source, they are problematic because quantifying the error in models is difficult
[Page et al., 2009]. Hence, consensus on the coseismic slip
among different studies is not always achieved; the location
and amplitude of slip on the fault plane can differ significantly between studies for a particular event [Beresnev,
2003; Clévédé et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004]. Due to the
limited data set pertinent to the source determination, in
practice the inverse problem is often underdetermined. This
means that the available data are not sufficient to uniquely
determine every source parameter [Chen et al., 2002a; Page
et al., 2009]. Typically, kinematic inversions often suggest
that seismic sources do not extend deeper than 15 km to
25 km to achieve an acceptable fit to the data, when this
parameter is actually not well constrained in most inversions
and is subject to large trade‐offs with other source parameters [King and Wesnousky, 2007]. Hence, large differences in published solutions for particular earthquakes arise
from differences in the data sets considered, sampling of
different frequency bands and, therefore, imaging different
characteristics of the seismic source. In addition, inversion
schemes and weighting of data can also be quite different,
producing different solutions from similar data [Sudhaus
and Jonsson, 2009]. Despite such a pessimistic preamble,
several studies have shown that preeminent features of a
source model, such as size and amplitude of the main slipping area, but not necessarily location of such an area, can
be robust if the earthquake is large enough and inversions
are performed with care [Beresnev, 2003; Vallée and
Bouchon, 2004; Hartzell et al., 2007; Page et al., 2009].

[43] We have selected 17 continental strike‐slip earthquakes with magnitude ≥6 (Table 2), from the SRCMOD
database (M. Mai, Database of finite‐source rupture models,
2007). The SRCMOD database collects published finite‐
source rupture models that image the spatiotemporal evolution of earthquake rupture through modeling/inversion
of seismic and/or geodetic data. For each earthquake, the
SRCMOD database provides slip‐distributions on the fault
plane, derived from the different reliable seismic source
solutions published in the literature, all in a standardized
format. In addition to continental strike‐slip events, one
strike‐slip event that occurred on an oceanic transform is
also shown for comparison. For a complete assessment of all
the strike‐slip sources selected here, and for an overview of
each event in its tectonic context, the reader is directed to
refer to the reference list included in the SRCMOD database
(M. Mai, Database of finite‐source rupture models, 2007).
For each earthquake in this data set, we have measured the
horizontal dimension of the largest patch of slip visible on
each slip‐map (Figure 8). Measurement was performed by

Figure 8. Kinematic inversion for the Mw 7 Duzce event
(Turkey, 1999), which has only one large slip‐patch [after
Delouis et al., 2004]. Details of the slip inversion might
be beyond actual resolution of the data, but the main slip
patch is well determined.
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Table 2. Strike‐Slip Earthquakes for Which Slip Maps Are
Available That Were Used to Measure the Lateral Extent of
Slip‐Patchesa
Name/Region

Date (mm/dd/yy)

Mw

Event

Gifunken Chubu (Japan)
Izu Hanto Oki (Japan)
Oitaken Chubu (Japan)
Imperial Fault (United States)
Izu Hanto Toho (Japan)
Nagano Ken Seibu (Japan)
Elmore ranch (United States)
Superstition Hills (United States)
Joshua Tree (United States)
Landers (United States)
Kobe (Japan)
Antarctica
Duzce (Turkey)
Hector Mine (United States)
Izmit (Turkey)
Tottori (Japan)
Denali (United States)
Kokoxili (China)

09/09/69
05/09/74
04/21/75
10/15/79
06/29/80
09/14/84
12/24/87
11/24/87
04/24/92
06/28/92
01/17/95
25/03/98
11/12/99
10/16/99
08/17/99
10/06/2000
11/14/2002
11/14/2001

6.43
6.56
6.38
6.5
6.58
6.3
6.55
6.5
6.2
7.2
6.9
7.9
7.1
7.2
7.4
6.8
7.9
7.8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

a
The event number refers to Figure 8. Full references for individual inversions are given by M. Mai (Database of finite‐source rupture models,
2007).

semi‐automatic picking of patch limits based on color‐
coding of slip on the slip‐map. The spatial resolution of slip
maps is dependent upon the kind of data inverted, data
coverage, inversion scheme and magnitude of earthquake
[Page et al., 2009]. Thus, the data resolution issue should be
kept in mind when comparing different source inversions for
the same event. Here, when several inversion results were
available, measurements were carried out for all solutions
and we used the mean value and standard deviation as a
dispersion estimate. For events with magnitudes of approximately 7 or less, slip distribution is usually limited to only one
main patch of high slip (one to a few meters). Automatic
picking of the edges of this patch is unambiguous at the 2m
limit, which is the amount of slip that is assumed to be
resolved in geophysical inversions for events of this magnitude.. For earthquakes with magnitude ≥7, high slip is generally distributed on several high‐slip patches that can be
distinguished visually, based on slip gradients. However, due
to smoothing functions that are often introduced in the
inversion processes to limit sharp lateral slip variations, the
edges of slip patches tend to smear and to connect to nearby
patches, making automatic picking more difficult. Decreasing
or increasing the limit value that defines the edges of a patch
can affect the length measurements rather differently. On one
hand, if the limit is decreased (which is unreasonable due to
the lack of resolution in geophysical inversions), the lengths
of the patches grow larger and, due to numerical smearing,
it quickly becomes impossible to distinguish between adjacent patches. On the other hand, increasing the limit value has
a limited impact on the size of the patch, as the gradient of slip
inside a slip‐patch is generally high.
[44] Figure 9 shows length of the largest slip patch against
earthquake magnitude for our data set. The lowest magnitude considered is ∼6. It appears from this plot that the
maximum horizontal dimension of a slip patch does not
increase infinitely with magnitude, but rather seems to satu-
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rate for large magnitudes to a value close to 25 km in length.
This suggests that when large earthquakes nucleate and
propagate along the fault to eventually form a large rupture,
propagation of the rupture is actually controlled and somehow limited by the lateral structure of the fault, which is
characteristically ∼25 km in size. This characteristic size is
of the same order as the thickness of the seismogenic crust
[Lee et al., 2002]. It is not surprising, therefore, that the only
strike‐slip earthquake in our data set that occurred in oceanic
crust (event 12 in Figure 9), the Mw7.9, 1998, Antarctica
earthquake [Antolik et al., 2000] does not fit the general
observation. In contrast, this event appears to have a shorter
horizontal dimension of slip patches, in agreement with the
fact that it occurred in the thinner oceanic crust.
[45] Although it could unfortunately not be checked for all
events for which surface ruptures are presented because of
the lack of pertinent data and/or resolution, one can cross‐
check the slip distribution of the surface ruptures against
kinematic inversions for two very well documented earthquakes from our data set, the 1992 Landers and 1999 Hector
Mine earthquakes. In both cases, independent studies show
a good agreement between the number and the location of
segments determined here and the location of slip patches
derived from inversion of geophysical data [Freymueller et
al., 1994; Wald and Heaton, 1994; Chen et al., 2002b;
Kaverina et al., 2002; Simons et al., 2002]. In these cases,
geophysical data were processed in parallel with the collection of the field‐based rupture data. Hence, the main
characteristics of ruptures, as observed in the field, were
acknowledged by the authors of the various geophysical
studies, but were generally not incorporated as a primary
source of data into their work. A different result should
be expected for earthquakes involving dip‐slip, such as
normal fault events or subduction earthquakes, where geo-

Figure 9. Maximum horizontal extent of slip‐patches measured from slip inversion maps for events listed in Table 2.
For earthquakes with magnitude ≤7, the seismic source is
usually limited to one circular slip patch with a radius that is
equal or smaller than the thickness of the seismogenic crust.
For larger events, the source divides into multiple sub‐
events, where the maximum horizontal extent saturates at
about 25 km. Interestingly, the maximal horizontal extent
for the oceanic strike‐slip event (event 12), included for
comparison, is much shorter, as expected for thinner seismogenic crust.
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Figure 10. Number of segments with respect to their length
along the San Andreas Fault, central California. The data are
well described by a power law Y = 1031.5*X(−1.89050), R =
0.99395, which is characteristic of a fractal distribution.
This distribution, however, saturates for a maximum value
of ∼16 km, with no larger segments. This value is in good
agreement with the local crustal thickness. Data from
Wallace [1973], redrawn from Scholz [1998].
metric constraints on the width of the seismic source are
very different.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[46] These two independent lines of evidence show that
faults are laterally structured, i.e., segmented, and that this
structure has an average characteristic size of 21 km ± 4 km.
Because this value is derived from observations of earthquakes at various locations, this behavior appears to be
independent of any specific geological setting. Instead, it is
likely related to some basic property of the breaking medium.
The average 21 km segment length is similar to the thickness
of the brittle crust, which is usually estimated to be between
15 and 25 km, based on background seismicity and aftershock
depth distributions (see Lee et al. [2002] and references for
specific areas in section 2.4). Hence, we propose, based on
those observations, that the length of fault segments, in the
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case of continental strike‐slip faults, is linked to the thickness
of the brittle crust.
[47] Although the 1:1 scaling between the size of the segments for a crustal fault and the thickness of the brittle
crust has long been considered to be intuitively correct, it has
proven to be difficult to demonstrate [Scholz, 1990, 1998].
The regularity of the length of fault segments had been
pointed out for some sections of large strike‐slip faults outside the context of individual large earthquakes: The San
Andreas fault, in the Coachella Valley, locally displays a
sawtooth geometry with segments that are typically about
12 km long, as defined by azimuth changes. In this region, the
deepest earthquakes are located at 12 km [Bilham and
Williams, 1985; Wallace, 1989]. Along the central part of
the San Andreas fault, a similar segment pattern has been
observed [Wallace, 1973; Scholz, 1998] with average segment lengths of about 16 km (Figure 10).
[48] The mechanical principles that result in fault segment
lengths that scale proportionally with the thickness of the
seismogenic crust is not yet fully understood, but some
analog experiments provide support for this interpretation.
Reanalysis of a strike‐slip experiment by Schlische et al.
[2002] shows that during the early stages of shearing of
a clay cake, extensional cracks form oblique to the main
shear direction. At some point, the extensional cracks stop
increasing in length and a pure shear rupture aligns with the
main direction of shearing. Careful measurements of the
length of the cracks at their maximum extent indicate that on
average their lengths are approximately equal to the 4 cm
thickness of the clay‐cake used in this specific experiment,
confirming a very simple geometric relation that links the
thickness of the breaking medium to the length of the segments (Figure 11).
[49] As with clay cake experiments, faults that propagate
through pristine rock first create cracks that are similar to
extensional cracks seen in the analog experiment [Scholz,
1990]. Because it should be easier to propagate through
weaker rock, subsequent ruptures along the same fault
system will tend to rotate blocks and re‐use the path formed
by those early cracks instead of creating a new shear fractures [Armijo et al., 1989]. This likely occurs even though
they may not be optimally oriented for shear, Thus, new
fractures link the oblique cracks through what is interpreted
in the field as relay zones. However, due in part to preexisting geological structures [Mann, 2007], these heterogeneities, must influence the path of a real fault when it

Figure 11. Strike‐slip experiment in clay after Schlische et al. [2002]. Triangles point to extremities of
oblique fractures (similar to R1 Riedel shears) that form during the initial stage of deformation, before the
development of a throughgoing shear. The finite length of these oblique secondary fractures is of the same
order of magnitude as the clay thickness.
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Figure 12. Example of fault geometry evolving through
time along the Haiyuan fault, China. Quaternary faults are
mapped in the field and local topography defines a typical
pull‐apart basin at this extensional step over. The bounds
of the two segments that connect through the pull‐apart
are indicated by the vertical black lines. However, the
1920 Ms8 earthquake rupture went straight across the basin,
suggesting that the segment geometry is evolving toward a
new configuration, indicated by the dashed vertical lines,
where bends would be moved both eastward and westward.
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plexity during each earthquake. As geometry does not evolve
very quickly, a segment will remain similar through many
seismic cycles, allowing geologists to observe growing jogs
and bends along faults. When the fault reaches some critical
threshold [Duan and Oglesby, 2006], however, in order
to decrease complexity formed by growing relay zones,
geometry would evolve and a new segment would propagate (Figure 12), resulting in a compromise between the
regional stress field and the geometry of the neighboring
fault segments.
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